Thank you for playing our card game Recipe.
We hope many children will develop an interest in cooking after playing this game.
Enjoy the game with family and friends.
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Name of each Card
❶ Menu Card (eight Cards in all)
Collect the Ingredient Cards to ﬁll the Menu Card.
❷ Ingredient Card
Six Ingredient Cards to complete each Menu Card.
❸ Kitchen Counter Card
Each player has six places to put Ingredient Cards collected in the Kitchen
Counter Cards.
❹ Freezer Card
Cards remaining after the initial cards necessary are dealt to players.
❺ Sink
Place to discard
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How to display the cards
See diagram for after the cards are dealt.
Set the Cards like this:
Three Kitchen Counter Cards are
given to each player.
Arrange the Cards by matching the
color shown on the edge
Menu Card will be always in your
hand to be hidden.
Two to four players are preferable
for this game.

❸

How to start the game
Preparation:
● Place the Kitchen Counter Cards in front of each player.
● Deal six Ingredient Cards to each player displaying reverse side only.
● Put the rest of Ingredient Cards in the center of the table.
● Each player chooses a Menu Card careful not to show the Menu. (Other remaining Menu Cards are not used.)
● Player discards one Ingredient Card ﬁrst.
After that, the player chooses another Ingredient Card from the bunch of Freezer Cards.
● If you get a necessary Card, place it on your own Kitchen Counter Card inside out.
But, if not, keep it in your hand.
Ingredient Cards are thus collected until the Kitchen Counter Card is ﬁlled.
● If an Ingredient Card dealt by another player is necessary for you, take at once saying Recipe. and put it on your Kitchen Counter Card.
In that case, the order of taking cards starts from the player who called Recipe.
● Call Meal is ready , when you wait the last card.
● Call Complete , when the Kitchen Counter Card acquire is ﬁlled.
● The ﬁrst player to call Complete is the winner of the game.
However, the game may be continued together with the other players.
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